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Beams of x rays in the kiloelectronvolt energy range have been produced from laser-matter

interaction. Here, energetic electrons are accelerated by a laser wakefield, and experience betatron

oscillations in an ion channel formed in the wake of the intense femtosecond laser pulse.

Experiments using a 50 TW laser (30 fs duration) are described, as well as comparisons with

numerical simulations. These results pave the way of a new generation of radiation in the x-ray

spectral range, with a high collimation and an ultrafast pulse duration, produced by the use of

compact laser system. © 2005 American Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.1842755]

I. INTRODUCTION

Secondary x-ray radiation sources from laser-produced

plasmas have undergone an important development during

the last decade. Interest in them is mainly due to the short

pulse duration they can provide (femtosecond time scale), as

well as the compactness of the laser systems required as

compared with the conventional large scale installations such

as synchrotrons. High-order harmonics from solid or gas tar-

gets, extreme uv (xuv)-ray lasers and Ka x-ray sources have

been shown to produce ultrashort pulses in the xuv or x-ray

spectral range. However, beams of x-ray radiation could not

be produced until very recently.
1

High-order harmonics of

the fundamental laser light and xuv lasers can generate col-

limated radiation but only down to wavelengths of about 10

nm.
2

At shorter wavelength, Ka x-ray sources
3

can provide

subnanometers radiation. They are presently the unique

plasma based x-ray sources usable for applications in ul-

trafast x-ray science.
4

However, their monochromaticity and

full divergency (over 4p solid angle) severely limit the ap-

plications that could be undertaken. At first, only sample

showing high structural periodicity (crystals) can be studied.

Information on transient atomic structures is then limited be-

cause very few Bragg peaks can be followed simultaneously

during a time resolved experiment. Furthermore, complex

materials cannot be investigated due to the finite size and

small efficiency of the x-ray optics used to collect the radia-

tion. This leads to a dramatically reduced x-ray flux onto the

sample (53104 photons to be compared to the 109 photons

emitted at the source). To extend ultrafast x-ray techniques to

more complex applications (to biological and chemical ap-

plications), a brighter x-ray source, produced as a collimated

beam and with a broadband spectrum is needed. Here we

demonstrate a novel concept that combines these features.

Recently, it was demonstrated that the large electrostatic

fields generated in a laser produced plasma can be efficiently

manipulated to generate and accelerate electron beams to en-

ergies comparable to that of linear accelerators (few hun-

dreds of MeV). In addition they have the unique property to

be ultrafast (femtosecond). This mechanism, called forced

laser wakefield, has been observed experimentally
5

and from

three-dimensional (3D) particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations.
5,6

Ultrafast synchrotron-type radiation can subsequently be

produced by wiggling the laser-produced electron beam, out-

side of the plasma, in a periodic electromagnetic structure.

However, for specific interaction parameters, the plasma gen-

erating the electron bunch can in fact play itself the role of

wiggler. In this interaction regime, as the intense and femto-

second laser propagates in the underdense plasma (fully ion-

ized helium gas), the ponderomotive force pushes plasma

electrons away from the high intensity regions, leaving an

ion channel almost free of background electrons in the wake

of the laser.
7–9

As the relativistic electrons propagate in the

ion channel (Fig. 1), they experience a radial restoring force

due to the transverse electrostatic field generated by the

space charge separation with the ions. They undergo

oscillations—called betatron oscillations—and, as in a con-

ventional synchrotron, a collimated beam of synchrotron ra-

diation originates from this relativistic and oscillatory

motion.
7,8,10

Following our recent publication,
1

here we show in de-

tail how femtosecond and kiloelectronvolt (keV) synchrotron

radiation is produced by this fully laser-based concept. First,

a simple model is used to describe the betatron motion of a

single electron and the synchrotron radiation it emits. Then, a

3D PIC code is used to simulate the full laser plasma inter-

action and to calculate the produced x-ray radiation. Finally,
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experimental results are shown and compared with the nu-

merical simulations.

II. X-RAY FEATURES FROM A SINGLE
ELECTRON MODEL

We consider a simple model of a single electron propa-

gating in a uniformly charged and cylindrical ion channel in

the z direction (Fig. 1). The electron has an initial velocity

along z with an energy g0mc2 (where g0 is the initial Lorentz

factor) and an initial transverse position r0 from the channel

axis. As the electron propagates in the channel, it experiences

the transverse restoring force FW res due to space charge sepa-

ration with the ions. The equation of motion of the electron is

then given by

dpW

dt
= FW res = − mvp

2
rW'/2,

where FW res is obtained from the Gauss law, m is the electron

mass, rW' the transverse position of the electron, and vp

= s4pnee
2 /md1/2 the plasma frequency, with ne the plasma

electron density and e the electron charge. We assume that

the restoring force is only transverse (in the direction x). The

motion of the electron then lies in the sx ,zd plane and the

axial momentum of the electron is a constant of motion. In

the transverse direction, the electron oscillates at the betatron

frequency vb,vp /Î2g and the motion is, at the first order,

x,r0 cosskbzd, where kb=vb /c. The trajectory obtained nu-

merically by integrating the equation of motion using a

Runge–Kutta algorithm is displayed in Fig. 2 for various

pairs of parameters (g0=60, r0=1 mm), (g0=60, r0

=0.1 mm), (g0=20, r0=0.1 mm). The electron plasma den-

sity is ne=131019 cm−3 for these simulations. The ampli-

tude of the betatron oscillation is r0. We can see that the

frequency of the betatron oscillation decreases when the

electron’s initial energy increases.

The oscillatory motion of the relativistic electron in the

ion channel is comparable to that of an electron oscillating in

an insertion device (undulator or wiggler) of a synchrotron.

Here, the ion channel acts as a wiggler—or undulator—with

a period lb and a strength parameter K given by K=gu

=gkbr0=1.33310−10Îgnescm−3dr0smmd, where u is the peak

angular deflection of the electron trajectory (Fig. 1). Conse-

quently, as in a conventional insertion device, synchrotron

radiation is emitted by the relativistic electron. The electron

trajectory determines the divergence of the produced radia-

tion. It consists of a narrow cone of divergence u=K /g di-

rected in the forward direction. The radiation is emitted in

regimes that are distinguished by the strength parameter K.

For K!1, the electron motion is near axis and has a weak

amplitude. The ion cavity then acts as an undulator and the

radiation is primarily emitted at the fundamental frequency

v f = vbs2g2d = s2/Î2dvpg3/2,

which corresponds to the betatron frequency Doppler shifted

in the laboratory reference frame. For K.1, the amplitude of

the electron motion is increased, the plasma acts as a wig-

gler, high harmonics are radiated, and broadband radiation is

produced. In that case, the spectrum is described by the func-

tion Ssv /vcd= sv /vcdev/vc

` K5/3sxddx, characteristic of the

synchrotron radiation.
11

The spectral intensity grows up to a

frequency given by

vc = s3/2dg3c/R = s3/2dg3cr0kb
2,

where R=1/ sr0kb
2d is the effective radius of curvature of the

electron path, and then exponentially decreases. We have cal-

culated the radiation emitted by the electron oscillating in the

ion channel by using the trajectories obtained above. The

general expression for the spectral flux emitted in the direc-

tion of observation nW is given by
11

d2I

dvdV
=

e2

4p2c
UE

−`

+`

eivft−nW .rWstd/cgnW 3 fsnW − bW d 3 bẆ g

s1 − bW . nWd2
dtU2

,

where rWstd, bW std, and bẆ std are, respectively, the position, the

normalized velocity, and the acceleration of the electron as a

function of time (obtained previously from the electron equa-

FIG. 1. (Color online). Betatron oscillation and radiation produced by a

relativistic electron oscillating in an ion channel. u is a scaled angle cor-

responding to the peak angular deflection of the electron. We define the

parameter K=gu as the strength parameter associated to the channel. The

produced synchrotron radiation is confined in a narrow cone of divergence

u.

FIG. 2. Betatronic orbits of one electron for various pairs of parameters

(g0=60, r0=1 mm), (g0=60, r0=0.1 mm), (g0=20, r0=0.1 mm). The plasma

density is ne=131019 cm−3.
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tion of motion). The spectrum of the radiation estimated on

the laser axis (in the propagation direction) is presented in

Fig. 3 for the sets of parameters (g=20, r0=0.01) K=0.018,

(g=20, r0=0.1) K=0.18, and (g=20, r0=3) K=5.6. For K

=0.018 and g=20, the radiation is emitted in the undulator

regime at the fundamental frequency: v /vp= s2/Î2dg3/2

=126.5. For K,1, the first few harmonics appear. For K

=5.6, the radiation is emitted in the wiggler regime and has a

broadband spectrum peaked at vc /vp= s3/4cdg2vpr0=540.

In this paper we will consider electrons accelerated in a

plasma by wakefield with energies extending up to 200

MeV.
5

As a first example, let us consider an electron with

g=60 and with an amplitude of oscillation r0=5 mm. Figure

4 represents the spectrum obtained in that case for which K

=16. It extends from eV to a few tens of keV and is peaked

at 1 keV. The radiation is collimated in the forward direction

with a divergence su=K /gd of a few hundreds mrad and

maximum on axis. Finally, the average number of photons

with mean energy "vc emitted by one electron is given by

Ref. 7, Nx=5.6310−3N0K, where N0 is the number of beta-

tron oscillations undergone by the electron. For g=60, ne

=1019 cm−3, and an amplitude of oscillation r0=5 mm (ob-

tained from PIC simulation), an x-ray beam providing 8

310−2 photons/electron/betatron oscillation centered at an

energy around 1 keV within a full divergence of 300 mrad

could be produced. For properly chosen parameters, we

therefore expect to generate an intense beam of keV radia-

tion during the relativistic laser-plasma interaction.

III. X-RAY FEATURES FROM 3D PIC SIMULATIONS

Electrons accelerated in plasmas by wakefields have a

broad energy spectrum and their trajectories in the plasma

are much more complex than in the simple model depicted in

the preceding section. To obtain a more accurate description

of the laser plasma interaction in this high intensity regime,

which comprises the electron acceleration, the ion channel

formation and the resulting x-ray radiation, we have used a

3D PIC code
12

that has been modified to properly model the

synchrotron emission. In the code, we suppose that at any

given moment of time, the relativistic electron emits, along

its momentum direction, a radiation spectrum defined by the

function Ssv /vcd. We follow the trajectories of each electron

and calculate the emission during the interaction. The emit-

ted radiation, exerting a recoil on the electron,
11

is included

into the equations of the electron motion. In the calculation

we have used the parameters of the experiment. The laser

pulse is Gaussian, ast ,rd=a0 exps−r
'

2 /rL
2 − t2 /TL

2d, with a

wavelength l=0.820 mm, where a=eA /mc2 is the normal-

ized vector potential, rL=18 mm, TL=30 fs, and an initial

a0=1.2. For these parameters, the laser power exceeds the

critical power for relativistic self-focusing. The PIC simula-

tion shows that the laser beam self-focuses, and a0 is slightly

increased in the plasma. As the laser propagates in the

plasma, it leaves a large amplitude plasma wave in which

electrons are trapped and accelerated up to about 100 MeV

and an ion channel almost free of background electrons.
6,7

In

the channel, the simulation shows that the electrons execute

betatron oscillations with an amplitude of a few microns and

produce a beam of keV x rays. The maximum x-ray emission

is observed at ne=131019 cm−3. At this density, the wake

amplitude maximizes because the laser pulse duration reso-

nantly fits the relativistically corrected plasma wave period

Tp=2p /vp, where vp
2 =4pnee

2 / sgmd. The x-ray spectrum

obtained numerically, represented as a function of the obser-

vation angle, for the optimal plasma density ne=1

31019 cm−3, and for a laser propagation distance of 3 mm, is

shown in Fig. 5. It gives the number of x-ray photons emitted

within 0.1% of the energy bandwidth (D"v=10−3"v) per

solid angle s2p sin u dud. The energy and the angle u axes

are logarithmically scaled. In our parameter regime, the ex-

FIG. 3. Spectra on axis for (a) (g0=20, r0=0.1 mm) K=0.18, (b) (g0=20,

r0=0.5 mm) K=0.94, and (c) (g0=20, r0=3 mm) K=5.6. The plasma den-

sity is ne=131019 cm−3. For K!1, the radiation is emitted at the funda-

mental. As the amplitude of the betatron oscillation increases, the electron

radiates harmonics. For K@1, the spectrum is a broadband continuum.

FIG. 4. Spectrum estimated on axis for an electron with (g0=60, r0

=5 mm). The plasma density is ne=131019 cm−3. The wiggler strength pa-

rameter is K=16.
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pected spectrum is a continuum with a maximum of the

x-ray emission located in the energy range of 1 keV, and the

divergence of the x-ray beam is about 50 mrad full width at

half maximum (FWHM). This is in close agreement with the

simple test-particle model described previously.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experiment was performed at the Laboratoire

d’Optique Appliquée using a titanium-doped sapphire (Ti:Sa)

laser operating at 10 Hz with a wavelength l0 of 820 nm in

chirped-pulse amplification mode.
13

The laser delivers ener-

gies up to 1 J on target in 30 fs (FWHM) pulses, with a linear

horizontal polarization. The laser beam was focused with an

f /18 off-axis parabolic mirror onto the edge of a supersonic

helium gas jet (diameter 3 mm), which was characterized by

interferometry. The density profile shows high uniformity

throughout the jet as well as sharp edges.
14

The laser distri-

bution at full energy in the focal plane was Gaussian with a

waist w0 of 18 µm containing 50% of the total laser energy.

This produces vacuum-focused intensities IL on the order of

331018 W/cm2 for which the corresponding normalized

vector potential a0 is 1.2. By varying the backing pressure of

the gas jet, the electron plasma density can be tuned between

231018 cm−3 and 631019 cm−3. We followed the laser

propagation in the plasma using side and top Thomson scat-

tering imaging as well as time resolved shadowgraphy. In

this experiment, we characterized the electrons accelerated

above a few MeV and x-ray emitted in the forward direction.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

At first, the electron beam created and accelerated in the

plasma was characterized on axis using a magnetic electron

spectrometer covering energies up to 200 MeV and an inte-

grating current transformer (ICT) (Fig. 6). The plasma and

laser parameters were chosen to accelerate electrons in the

regime of forced laser wakefield described in Ref. 5. In Fig.

7 is represented the electron spectrum measured at a plasma

density ne=131019 cm−3 as well as the result of 3D PIC

simulation performed under our experimental conditions. For

these parameters, electrons were detected up to 100 MeV

with an effective longitudinal temperature of 20 MeV. The

total charge of the electron bunch, measured with the ICT,

was about 5 nC.

FIG. 5. The numerically predicted synchrotron spectrum from the plasma

with density ne=131019 W/cm2 after 3 mm propagation distance. The dis-

tribution gives the number of x-ray photons emitted within 0.1% of the

energy bandwidth sD"v=10−3"vd per solid angle, 2p sin udu.

FIG. 6. (Color online). Experimental setup for the electron (a) and x-ray (b)

beams characterizations.

FIG. 7. (Color online). Experimental (square) electron spectrum and nu-

merical electron spectrum (solid line) obtained using a 3D PIC simulation.
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The x-ray radiation produced in the plasma was mea-

sured using a cooled x-ray charge-coupled device (CCD)

camera placed (50 cm after the plasma) directly on the laser

axis without any focusing x-ray optic (Fig. 6). For all mea-

surements, a 25 µm beryllium filter is kept in front of the

CCD camera to block any radiation below 1 keV. Permanent

magnets (0.3 T along 20 cm) are inserted between the plasma

(10 cm after the plasma) and the x-ray CCD to deviate off-

axis the accelerated charged particles, spatially separate them

from the x rays, and minimize the noise level onto the de-

tector. We have characterized the x-ray emission by measur-

ing its spectral and spatial distribution, the x-ray intensity

and the spatial distribution as a function of the electron den-

sity of the plasma, the variation of the flux with the laser

energy. We have observed a beam of x-ray radiation. The

radiation is intense, broadband in the keV spectral range, and

confined in the forward direction within a 50 mrad cone

(FWHM). As we will see, the properties of this x-ray beam

are in a good agreement with the synchrotron radiation emit-

ted by the trapped electrons undergoing betatron oscillations

in an ion channel as it is described by the numerical simula-

tions.

The spectral distribution of the radiation was measured

from 1 keV to 10 keV by placing a set of Be, Al, Cu, and Ni

filters in front of the detector. The back-illuminated CCD did

not allow the characterization of the radiation above 10 keV

due to the weak sensitivity for high x-ray energies. Further-

more, the spectral resolution was limited by the bandwidths

of the filters. We can see in Fig. 8 that the spectrum de-

creases exponentially from 1 to 10 keV. The total number of

photons (integrated over the bandwidths of the filters and

over the divergence of the x-ray beam) is found to be more

than 108 photons (per shot/solid angle at 0.1% BW). The

spectrum observed is in reasonable agreement with the test-

particle and PIC simulations, even if slight differences are

observed in the shape and the total photons number. This is

not surprising if we consider the large fluctuations of the

electron spectrum as shown in Fig. 7 and the dependence of

the betatron x-ray radiation on the electron parameters

(vcag2, NXaÎg, ua1/Îg). More statistics, simultaneous

measurements of the electron and x-ray spectrum and spatial

divergence as a function of the x-ray energy are needed to

allow a reliable and fine comparison between the PIC simu-

lation and the experimental results.

The most important feature of the observed x-ray emis-

sion is its collimation in a low divergence beam centered

onto the laser axis. As shown on the beam profile in Fig. 9,

recorded for x-ray energies above 1 keV and for ne=8

31018 cm−3, the beam divergence is found to be 20 mrad

(FWHM). In addition, we observed that it strongly depends

on the electron density and goes from 20 mrad to 50 mrad

(FWHM) as ne is increased to 1.131019 cm−3. At larger den-

sities, the x-ray beam divergence is further increased. This

feature can be correlated to the K parameter, proportional to

the divergence su=K /gd, which increases as ne is increased.

It is also strongly linked to the divergence of the electron

beam for which similar dependencies are observed. For ne

FIG. 8. X-ray flux obtained experimentally within the spectral bandwidths

determined by 25 µm Be filter (1,E,10 keV), 25 µm Be filter +40 mm Al

filter s4,E,10 keVd, 25 µm Be filter +25 mm Cu filter (6,E,10 keV).

The distribution gives the number of x-ray photons emitted within 0.1% of

the energy bandwidth and per solid angle s3108d.

FIG. 9. (Color online). Angular distribution of the radiation for x-ray inte-

grated energies beyond 1 keV. (a) Beam profile of the x-ray beam at ne=8

31018 cm−3 and the corresponding lineout graphics. (b) Angular distribution

of the x-ray intensity for ne=1.131019 cm−3 (dotted line). The x-ray inten-

sity has been normalized.
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=1.131019 cm−3, at which the x-ray intensity is maximum,

the spatial distribution was larger than the size of the CCD

area (using our experimental setup). These results were then

obtained by rotating the x-ray CCD around the gas jet. The

x-ray beam divergence, averaged over more than ten shots, is

found to be Du=50±20 mrad at FWHM.

Another unique feature of the x-ray beam is its intensity

as a function of the electron density of the plasma. It is found

to be sharply peaked at ne=1.131019 cm−3 (Fig. 10). Below

this critical density, the x-ray signal rapidly vanishes mainly

because the number of trapped electrons is too low. This is

confirmed in the experiment for which no electrons were

detected by the spectrometer. At larger densities the x-ray

signal drops down and a plateau is reached. For these experi-

mental conditions, the resulting amplitude of the plasma

wave becomes too weak. The pulse must first be modulated

and additional laser energy would be needed. As a result, the

temperature of the electron beam decreases and its diver-

gence increases. The PIC simulations clearly reproduce this

experimental behavior: a sharp increase of the x-ray intensity

followed by a smoother decrease of the signal.

We have determined the radiation source size in the

transverse direction by using shadows by the wires of the

nickel grid acting as knife edges. As shown in Fig. 11, the

grid was placed along the x-ray beam path at 10 cm from the

source. The detector was located 40 cm after the grid where

its shadow is detected. A simple geometrical relation then

gives a transverse source size (20 mm320 mm) from the

shadow of any wire of the mesh. It is in the same order of

magnitude than the laser focal spot.

Other radiative processes, such as relativistic Brems-

strahlung radiation or nonlinear Thomson scattering, could

potentially produce a collimated beam of x rays in the keV

energy range. However, the intensity of the relativistic

bremsstrahlung radiation—emitted by the electrons undergo-

ing collisions with the ionic background—is too inefficient

under our experimental conditions to explain the results.

Much higher electron density and laser intensity would be

required. Nonlinear Thomson scattering radiation, emitted by

the electrons of the plasma oscillating in the intense laser

field, has been proposed as a source of femtosecond x rays,
15

and was demonstrated, in a collinear geometry, to produce

high-order harmonics in the vacuum ultraviolet (vuv)

range,
16

and continuum radiation in the 100 eV range (for

a0,6).
17

But, in this geometry, much higher laser intensity

(at least a0,10) than used in the present experiment would

be needed to extend the spectrum up to the keV range.

VI. PERSPECTIVES

We have measured the betatron radiation of relativistic

electrons oscillating in an ion channel. The features of the

observed radiation are in agreement with the analytical esti-

mations and the numerical simulations. According to the

theory, we have also observed that the x-ray and electron

beams properties are closely linked.

The x-ray flux as a function of the laser energy is pre-

sented in Fig. 12. A minimum laser energy is needed to ob-

serve the betatron emission. This energy threshold is related

to the wave breaking condition to accelerate background

FIG. 10. (Color online). X-ray signal as a function of the plasma electron

density for x-ray energies beyond 1 keV. Each data point corresponds to an

average value over ten shots. The square along the dotted line corresponds

to the results obtained using a 3D PIC simulation.

FIG. 11. (Color online). Schematic diagram of the source size measurement.

We placed a 13 µm diameter wire mesh in the beam. The shadow of the

mesh obtained on the detector is shown on the lower figure. A simple geo-

metrical relation provides the source size in the transverse direction from the

line-out graph presented here (knife edge technique).
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electrons. Below this energy, no accelerated electrons are

observed, while above, the total x-ray flux increases nearly

as the square of the laser energy. In addition, as it was al-

ready mentioned, an increase of the g factor of the electron

result in a significant increase of the x-ray flux, energy, and

produces a more collimated beam. The energy of the electron

beam can be enhanced by increasing the laser pulse energy.

In the highly nonlinear broken wave regime,
6

numerical

simulations have shown that monoenergetic electron beams

can be produced at about 300 MeV by using a 33 fs, 12 J

(363 TW) laser. The number of electrons in the bunch is

about 331010. In this regime, the maximum electron energy

scales roughly like a0. Recently, monoenergetic beams of

electrons up to 180±20 MeV have already been produced

experimentally at LOA using a 100 TW laser.
18

Following these results, it is realistic to consider that

electrons will be accelerated up to 300 MeV in a near future.

Assuming that these electrons undergo betatron oscillations

with an amplitude r0=5 mm in a plasma at the density ne

=1019 cm−3, the plasma wiggler strength parameter is then

K=1.33310−10Îgner0,50. Because K@1, the produced ra-

diation has a broad synchrotronlike spectrum and the maxi-

mum x-ray energy produced by the electrons beam is ex-

pected at 0.29"vc,26 keV. The Fig. 13 displays the result

of the test-particle simulation performed under these condi-

tions. We have also represented the spectrum for electrons

with g=400 and g=200. As we can see the peak of the

spectrum shifts to high energy as the electron energy is in-

creased and x-ray radiation at about 5, 10, and 30 keV is

expected to be produced for respectively g=200, 400, and

600.

The number of photons emitted by one electron, over

one betatron oscillation, is given by NX=5.6310−3N0K,1

(for N0=1d. If we consider that the electron executes five

betatron oscillations (for these parameters lb,360 mm) 5

31010 x-ray photons are produced for 131010 electrons in

the bunch. Finally, the total divergence of the beam is u
=K /g=80 mrad.

By using a grazing incidence mirror, all x-ray photons

with energies below about 10 keV (for reflectivity reasons)

can be collected and focused. On target, intensities as high as

1012 W/cm2 can be achieved which corresponds to about 109

photons focussed on a 30 µm focal spot. In 0.1% of the

bandwidth it corresponds to 106 photons at 4 keV in the

beam. It is two orders of magnitude more than the Ka
source.

VII. CONCLUSION

The x-ray radiation produced by relativistic electrons un-

dergoing betatron oscillations in ion channel combines syn-

chrotron features and femtosecond pulse duration in a com-

pact source. We have observed a collimated beam of keV

radiation with a broad energy spectrum. The x-ray pulse du-

ration has not yet been measured but should be of the same

order of the duration of the electron bunch which is expected

to be femtosecond.
5,6

The brightness of the produced x-ray

radiation is estimated from the pulse duration and the size of

the x-ray source. The average brightness is 5

3106 ph/s /mm−2 /mrad−2 /0.1% BW and the peak spectral

brightness is 231022 ph/s /mm−2 /mrad−2 /0.1%BW.

Beyond the demonstration that compact synchrotron ra-

diation can be produced with femtosecond laser systems, this

radiative process opens very promising perspectives in a near

future. Presently, its reasonably high flux (5

3106 photons/pulse/s /0.1% BW) and its perfect synchro-

nization with the laser system enables visible pump/x-ray

probe experiments with insignificant time jitter. Multiple-

Bragg diffraction and absorption x-ray studies can be

achieved, which will significantly extend the first x-ray dif-

fraction studies already demonstrated in ultrafast x-ray

science.
19–22
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